
Practicalities

Urantia Book Readers’ European Winter Gathering

Loch Lomond • Scotland • 24–27 November 2006 

A small group of Urantia Book readers in Great Britain 
are organising a gathering to take place over the last 
weekend of November. We hope that this will be 
a great opportunity to kindle new friendships and 
deepen existing ones between readers in Europe—
with our diverse languages, we have remained perhaps 
rather separated from each other over the years!

We’ve chosen the tranquil eastern shore of Loch 
Lomond in Scotland: a beautiful natural setting, 
staying in comfortable, cosy lodges—just the place 
to enjoy conversation and a perhaps a wee dram 

of whisky around the fire once the night draws in. 
Indeed, the weekend is to be quite an informal one, 
with the emphasis on friendship. And fingers crossed: 
the weather may allow walks in the fresh country air 
or spending time down by the loch, with daytime 
average temperatures of 7°C in late November.

As we particularly wish to welcome Urantia Book 
reader friends from across Europe, Loch Lomond
was also chosen for its proximity to three international 
airports, one of which is a main hub for budget
airline Ryanair.
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Accommodation
Comfortable six-berth lodges with well-appointed 
kitchens—we trust that any talented chefs among us 
will find enough willing kitchen hands to help prepare 
a hearty meal or two! The Rowardennan Hotel, which 
serves traditional Scottish dishes using fresh local 
produce, is also a short walk from the lodges.

The accommodation costs per person for the whole 
weekend are expected to be around £45/€70 (total 

cost for either two or three nights). Each lodge has 
one double, one twin and one twin bunk bedroom.

Transport
Glasgow airport and central train station are both 
within easy reach. There are also direct trains from 
Prestwick airport to central Glasgow. We’ll be hiring
a car or minibus (depending on numbers) to transport 
people between Loch Lomond and Glasgow—this 
will cost no more than £15/€23 total per person.
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We’d love for you to join us! So please act soon—ideally by 22 October; 
space is limited and bargain flights and train fares get snapped up quickly.
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